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Free Premium File Search & Downloads. This category contains all free programs. Uninstall Tool is a simple free utility for removing malware and unnecessary programs that does it in a few clicks! After downloading and installing, the utility itself will inform you about the presence of installed programs, their types and installed values. To remove programs from Quick Uninstall, Uninstal Tool uses a heuristic algorithm that allows it to find and remove
even subtle programs in most cases. Also, this program has a function to search for files that were previously damaged. Using the program manager, the utility can remove absolutely everything from your computer, regardless of its current state! Excellent program manager. Well built into the Windows shell, so it's so convenient to work with it. All you need to do is click on the shortcut in the tray and start the process. At the same time, all deleted files
are visible in the task manager, so at any time you can easily check the status and correctness of remote programs. A convenient and compact interface, many settings, a convenient system that does not require special knowledge will help you find what you need and remove it. "Software Uninstaller" helps you to quickly and easily uninstall all software in your Windows system, be it unnecessary programs, corrupted programs or programs not properly
installed. Monthly real-time reports will help you control the situation in order to prevent you from uninstalling the desired program. The program also has the functions of searching and identifying programs that are on your system. Local network search can find all installed programs as well as files deleted using this utility. The program is able to find and remove applications that have a URL, which makes it useful not only for removal, but also for
tracking and removing malicious software. The best program for uninstalling programs. Very comfortable and functional. ClockworkMod is a utility that allows you to track and restore time offline. Support for up to 40 different time zones in Russia, Ukraine, Belarus, Kazakhstan, USA and Mexico. Time control for all computers simultaneously. Control by means of a signal of exact time. Determining the exact time by polling the system. Deleting

restore points. Defining launch options. Optimization of operating time depending on the load and power consumption. The Hard Disk Integrity Test utility allows you to perform comprehensive system and workspace checks. With this program you will be able to check the entire disk or any area of â€‹â€‹it for errors, viruses, potential
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